Time for a Check-up

With forecasts cautiously predicting a slow return to economic stability over the next year, now is the time to give your practice a financial health check.

Whether you are planning to maintain your current situation or make lasting changes to the structure of your business, the starting point is a no-nonsense, realistic assessment of your particular circumstances.

Our extensive experience of working with the dental industry means that DPCS is ideally placed to provide an in-depth financial evaluation from which the future can be planned.

From guidance on arranging Practice Contractual Agreements between partners, associates or PCTs to undertaking evaluations for both sellers and purchasers of practices, the aim of DPCS is to give a full financial and business evaluation of the practice.

As one of the leading UK dental practice consultancy agencies, DPCS has the expertise to support you through to achieving your goals from your business.

For more information, contact the Dental Practice Consultancy Service on 0700 344 0742, email info@dentalconsultancy.co.uk or visit www.dentalconsultancy.co.uk

IVOCLAR VIVADENT TAKES A TEAM APPROACH WITH OLIVER BRIER AND DANIEL EDELHOFF

IvoClear Vivadent is taking a ‘Team Approach’ to lecturing by hosting an event on all ceramic restorations, in conjunction with Oliver Brier and Daniel Edelhoff. February 2010 sees IV Braces return to discuss aesthetic and functional rehabilitation of complex cases with new all-ceramics at the prestigious Guildhall in Bath. Joined by Daniel Edelhoff C.D.T. Dr Med Dent, PhD, this event offers practitioners a wonderful opportunity to see both the clinician and technician presenting together.

As seismic toothwear and erosion becomes a constantly increasing problem particularly among young patients the ‘Team Approach’ lecture will focus on proven treatment concepts for all ranges of indications.

The introduction of the latest innovative IovO Clear all-ceramic systems fills these demands. The entire range of innovations of the new systems available will be presented by numerous step-by-step case reports ranging from single tooth restorations to full mouth rehabilitation.

As this sell-out will be very popular, maximum numbers will be limited and tickets will be available on a strictly first come, first served basis. For further information please call 0118 244 7880 to guarantee your place at this prestigious event.

Support Chairs

Ergonomically designed for optimum comfort!

It is universally accepted that maintaining a correct posture whilst at the chairside is essential for operator efficiency, comfort and health. This is particularly important during procedures, where the clinician spends long periods bent over a patient, staying in the same posture for an extended period.

Manufactured to order they meet all the incumbent’s needs including specific requirements on materials and colours. Support Chairs also offer a wide range of accessories including new Swing and Swing West Arms.

Easy to fit and convert between left and right handed operators, the Swing Armrest offers a number of options for seated seating positions and is easy to use with Support Chairs’ complete range. It gives the incumbent’s upper body a comfortable and stable foundation. The height, width, and depth can be adjusted to suit the individual’s needs.

The BOTA Dental Showcase 2009 at the NEC in Birmingham was a great success for Purin Laboratories. With over 20,000 visitors attending it was a wonderful and well organised event that gave us the opportunity to showcase the Beverly Hills Formula range. Using the motto “Upgrade to the healthier side of whitening and stop Spotges!” before it started, the innovative Beverly Hills Formula range product range drew a lot of interest from dentists and dental professionals. As the whole Oral Care industry has made advances towards more environmentally friendly performance, the dental industry supports and demands the type of benefits that go beyond traditional attributes and which are offered by the Beverly Hills Formula range. All Beverly Hills Formula products have a unique combination of anti-bacterial agents, low abrasion and anti-stain polishing agents and easy to use with Support Chairs’ complete range.

For further information contact your regular Dental Dealer or Support Chairs on 01296 581764, fax 01296 585562, email sales@supportstool.co.uk or visit www.supportstool.co.uk.

Nikon Viper HD

Nikon Viper HD is a new product that the dental market have been waiting for; a well-rounded high quality HD video system that will be offered on a strictly first come, first served basis. For further information please call 0333 403 1000 or visit www.nikon.co.uk/dental

Which toothbrush?

Which Magazine awards Sonicsmooth toothbrushes not 1 but 3 ‘Best Buy’ accolades!

The November 2009 issue of Which? Magazine has awarded three Sonicsmooth toothbrushes with its highest accolade. The magazine which undertakes independent product tests and produces over 450 comprehensive guides, gives potential purchasers helpful and trusted advice. As it does not advertise, Which? is not influenced by commercial ties, making it one of the most trusted buying guides available.

In achieving ‘Best Buy’ status for three of its Sonicsmooth toothbrushes in the edition published in the run-up to Christmas, Philips could not have hoped for a greater accolade at a better time. So which brush to give?

There are two award-winning brushes which make it possible for patients to enjoy a white Christmas, and get up to two shades whiter teeth within just 8 weeks of the festive season in Clean & White mode, or can they out for Whitest?

If you would like to find out why these Sonicsmooth are Which? Magazine Best Buys, please visit www.sonicsmooth.co.uk or call 0800 0557 222
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New ViziLite® Plus helps the dental practitioner see what eyes alone may not. Available in simple, easy to use, disposable kits, the system utilises new high-intensity UV LED technology to make oral abnormalities easier to see.

New ViziLite® Plus helps the dental practitioner see what eyes alone may not. Available in simple, easy to use, disposable kits, the system utilises new high-intensity UV LED technology to make oral abnormalities easier to see.

Available in a choice of new formats they are extremely versatile and meet the exact requirements for each and every treatment. Probably the reason why Highline cabinets are becoming so widely used in clinics, surgeries, laboratories and treatment rooms.

Composition of modules, which consists of 4 different drawer sizes, they can be combined in any number, allowing it to be used for varying height, width and mixture of drawer sizes to suit the individual. Some of the modules features an open space, which allows operators to display their required tools, or a glass fronted lockable cupboard with a height adjustable shelf.

Stylish and efficient, Highline bespoke storage solutions are engineered to last. They are constructed from a combination of aluminium, wood and high quality plastics, which are resistant to most stains including blood. The drawer fronts are available in either simulated aluminium or navy metallic finish.

For further information telephone Support Chairs on 01296 581764, fax 01296 586583, email sales@supportstool.co.uk or visit www.supportstool.co.uk.

Newswise+

Narrow oral wand measuring just 13.2mm wide at its tip.

Pioneers of 3M ESPE’s revolutionary digital device the Lava chairside oral scanner take new heights in aesthetic perfection.

Lava chairside oral scanner takes aesthetic perfection to the next level

The BOTA Dental Showcase 2009 at the NEC in Birmingham was a great success for Purin Laboratories. With over 20,000 visitors attending it was a wonderful and well organised event that gave us the opportunity to showcase the Beverly Hills Formula range. Using the motto “Upgrade to the healthier side of whitening and stop Spotges!” before it started, the innovative Beverly Hills Formula range product range drew a lot of interest from dentists and dental professionals. As the whole Oral Care industry has made advances towards more environmentally friendly performance, the dental industry supports and demands the type of benefits that go beyond traditional attributes and which are offered by the Beverly Hills Formula range. All Beverly Hills Formula products have a unique combination of anti-bacterial agents, low abrasion and anti-stain polishing agents and easy to use with Support Chairs’ complete range.

For further information contact your regular Dental Dealer or Support Chairs on 01296 581764, fax 01296 585562, email sales@supportstool.co.uk or visit www.supportstool.co.uk.

Highline Bespoke Storage Solutions

Highline bespoke healthcare storage solutions, from Support Chair, are the ultimate answer in mobile storage systems.

The Perfect Saddle Stool
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Kemdent Cross-infection control products will help a Practice maintain their high standards of patient care.

Kemdent products provide Effective protection against Swine Flu

Kemdent Practitioner Spray and sponges and Kemdent Chairside foam and sponges used correctly, guarantee a safe inactivation of Swine flu (H1N1) viruses (pathogens of swine flu). These products should be used for daily disinfection of surfaces close to the patient/patient frequently touched areas, e.g. dental chair, door handles, work surfaces.

The disinfection of hands and surfaces and also contaminated instruments play a major role in preventing the human-to-human transmission of the currently circulating swine-flu virus which belongs to the group of influenza A viruses, type H1N1.

All equipment/medical devices in direct contact to the patient have to be disinfected correctly, and even surfaces of the chair and work surfaces have to be disinfected after use and before use on another patient. Kemdent Instrument Sponges is suitable for the safe disinfection of surfaces close to the patient/patient frequently touched areas at the respective concentration rates and exposure times of the product.

Using Kemdent Cross-infection control products will help to Practice maintain their high standards of patient care.

For further information on special offers or to place orders call Helen on 01793 770256 or visit our website at www.kenddent.co.uk.

Support Chairs

The Perfect Saddle Stool

The Art Of Sitting

Ideally suited for anyone involved in two-handed reaching type work, Support Chair’s Perfect Saddle Stools have solved lower back problems for thousands of people. Consequently, they are regularly recommended by Orthopaedic Specialists and Physiotherapists.

Compact, it allows incisors to move around freely, even when space is limited. It is available in Classic and Advanced versions, the latter featuring an indentation in the front and a groove across the seat for better ventilation and support.

When a person sits on the Perfect Saddle Stool the occupant automatically assumes the position that produces least stress for musculature, ligaments and joints.

Perfect Saddle Stools are available in a vast array of colours in genuine Scandinavian leather, vinyl or textile.

For further information contact your regular Dental Dealer or Support Chairs on 01296 581764, fax 01296 586583, email sales@supportstool.co.uk or visit www.supportstool.co.uk.